
WRITING A GOOD EBAY TITLE NINE

You hate writing, I know. But there's no way to build a successful eBay business without it â€“after all you need to write
product titles and.

Either you needed to know HTML to code custom listings or use generic templated services. All this seller did
was photograph the outfit as it was laid flat on a background in a contrasting color. In other words, make your
description look interesting and visually appealing to read. Is it good or bad? It's usually best to establish a
color scheme that fits with the template you're using see below. How does eBay calibrate the metrics which
dictate who is ranked on top? Studies show that images of humans and faces increase trust among potential
customers. A quick phone call with my partner Max later, we solidified our decision to become sellers on
eBay. What makes you not your brand unique? Store Intro The store intro is where you introduce your store
â€” not yourself. Simply put, these metrics are a combination of the buyers, sellers and items attributes. I
ended up making a questionable purchase from an anonymous seller from China. Focus on writing a product
description that tells a story, uses emotive words and paints a picture, rather than stuffing keywords in
everywhere. Again, this is all self-explanatoryâ€¦ In the case of selling compatible items â€” i. This means the
title element has more weight on it in terms of how Google views the listing than any other element on the
page. Instead, she stood back and took the picture from an angle. Capitalise the first letter on most words to
make your listing title easy to read. We have to optimize for both. The listing is selling 5 cards, and yet only 1
is shown, in a somewhat blurry image. The following is a list of the most common words used. Here's an
example of a poor eBay title: First, it's much too short. Cassini also looks at the percentage of people that:
watched your item after clicking on it click on your listing after it appears in a search result bought the item
after having it on their watch list So while hundreds of people may have your product on their watch list, eBay
will see your product as more popular if more of those people buy that product than less. Pro-Tip 2:
Remember that when a visitor is checking your description, it means they are already hooked. I was struck by
a crazy idea. Ebay does their own studies as well so these recommendations do not come lightly. Adding
product box content in the ebay listing description improves sales eBay Feedback Record You can learn a
LOT from eBay feedback reviews, both your own and those of your competitors: What do customers have to
say about the product and services provided? Offer a higher price, but provide value in the form of A generous
returns policy. Remember not to think just about SEO and keywords. I am not saying these are good or bad
words to use. So I shopped around for an editor that could do the coding for me. This increases the chances of
them clicking on your listing and ultimately buying from you. As a response to their concerns, we added a
bold image of an Australian map on the heading of our listings. Describe your product, how it feels, how much
it weights, the size of it. Captivating Listing Images The images in all of your listings should be crisp and
professional, and with a solid color background that contrasts with the color of the item. This is why, back in
the day, I had to spend days watching Photoshop instructional videos, read: snooze. The answer is simple â€”
bottom line profit. Sometimes less is better. No need to be discouraged! They are all good guidelines. Is this
seller professional? We need to make sure it stands out from the crowd. And short titles can actually improve
click-through rates.


